The Inconjunct & Quincunx Aspects
Planetary aspects are a horizontal action, a process between planets (not between planets and
terrestrial organisms) rooted in the natural paradigm of Sight.
Modern inconjuncts and quincunxes have their genesis in traditional notions of aversion or of
being “turned away” from one another, giving rise to modern interpretations that include stress,
strain, adjustment, discord, distraction, etc.
One method of resolving this conundrum of an aspect is through the inclusion of a third party,
as long as said third party can “see” both ends of the inconjunct or quincunx aspect (through
the five traditional aspects.) This third party will be in either a sextile/square or a square/trine
relationship to the inconjunct or quincunx configuration.
A second method for resolution involves an analysis of the planetary lord energy flow of the
inconjunct or quincunx planets. The goal of this analysis is to map alternate routes for reaching
resolution - should the requirement arise.
Inconjunct/Quincunx Suggested Keyphrases: These keyphrases are suggestions only and
are not intended to be comprehensive in nature or scope. Furthermore, there are no distinctions
drawn between the subtle differences between inconjuncts and quincunxes.
Moon/Mercury
Discomfort with any emotional content of communication; take things too personally; unable to
communicate clearly; misunderstood, especially on emotional and feeling levels.
Moon/Venus
Emotional strain attached to relationships; low personal opinion of self; put everyone and
everything else before own best interests.
Moon/Sun
Sacrifice in relationships; ignorance of personal desires and needs; always putting the interests
of others first.
Moon/Mars
Emotional needs and reactions out of synch with personal actions; self-sabotage in emotional
happiness; prone to argument and sarcasm.
Moon/Jupiter
Fear attached to other people’s opinions and perceptions; go overboard in catering to others;
susceptible to manipulation by others.
Moon/Saturn
Devalue importance of self; feelings of inadequacy; submissive, dislike opening up emotionally
to others.

Mercury/Mars
Knowledge and judgment distored by personal actions; need for discipline; overreactions create
controversy and misunderstandings.
Mercury/Jupiter
Frustration in expressing creativity; responsibilities interfere with personal interests; unable to
set effective priorities.
Mercury/Saturn
Discomfort in communicating with authority figures or structures; ideas and opinions are not
clearly expressed; misunderstandings.
Sun/Mars
Anxiety and dread attached to personal action; self-sabotage of personal effort.
Sun/Jupiter
Personal needs sacrificed in favor of others; refusal to deal with responsibilities; lack of selfassurance.
Sun/Saturn
Uneasy about personal desires and self; feelings of inadequacy; masochism; personal selfcensure.
Venus/Mars
Emotional, but not sexual satisfactions, or sexual, but not emotional satisfactions.
Venus/Jupiter
Overreactions and overcompensation in pleasing others.
Venus/Saturn
Oppressed by relationship demands and responsibilities. Failing to take personal relationships
seriously.
Mars/Jupiter
Superiority complexes interfere with relationships; critical with other people, judgmental; don’t
know when to mind one’s own business; cannot recognize consequences of personal actions,
opinions and demands.
Mars/Saturn
Difficulties encountered in acting on responsibilities; irritations in relationships; hard feelings;
personal actions inhibited.
Jupiter/Saturn
Relating to others, fear and caution not well understood; unconsciously subject self to restraints
and limitations.
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